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**A Beautiful Heist** *(Agency of Burglary & Theft #1)* by Kim Foster
The antagonist is responsible for a heist at the Seattle Art Museum. The rest of the series frequently has scenes involving SAM.

**Bloody Pulp** *(A Brick Ransom Adventure #3)* by Mike Attebery
A murder investigation brings Det. Brick Ransom to the Seattle Art Museum.

**Dating Can Be Deadly** by Wendy Roberts
Characters go on a date at the Seattle Art Museum that could be deadly.

**Died to Match** by Deborah Donnelly
A wedding is planned at the Seattle Art Museum.

**Excruciating Bliss** by Jon Davis
The Seattle Art Museum is highlighted in the context of a wealthy donor’s affair set at the end of World War II.

**A Glancing Light** *(The Chris Norgren Mysteries #2)* by Aaron Elkins
Curator Chris Norgren finds mystery at the Seattle Art Museum.

**Imprudent Zeal** by Alec Clayton
The Seattle Art Museum is mentioned in the context of a character’s career.
**Indian Killer** by Sherman Alexie
This story features a small rant about the City of Seattle’s *Hammering Man*, who is situated in front of the Seattle Art Museum.

**The Iron Hunt** by Marjorie M. Liu
A demon hunter takes interest in the Seattle Art Museum’s artifacts.

**A Knight of the Word (Word & Void #2)** by Terry Brooks
A weary knight freelances for the Seattle Art Museum only to find demons.

**Living Stones** by Lloyd Johnson
Characters visit Volunteer Park, the Asian Art Museum, and the Conservatory.

**Long Overdue** by Jeff Ayers
A lunatic accuses the Seattle Art Museum of running a mind jamming device from the museum.

**The Love Ceiling** by Jean Davies Okimoto
Character credits the Olympic Sculpture Park as one of her inspirations to become an artist.

**Odds Against Tomorrow** by Nathaniel Rich
The Seattle Art Museum is destroyed by fire during a devastating earthquake.
**Old Scores** *(The Chris Norgren Mysteries #3)* by Aaron Elkins  
Mystery once again finds curator Chris Norgen at the Seattle Art Museum.

**Project Northwest** by C.B. Carter  
Financial intrigue comes to the Seattle Art Museum.

**Reading Seattle: The City in Prose** by Peter Donahue (Editor)  

**Succubus Shadows** by Richelle Mead  
Characters visit a Mesopotamian exhibition at the Seattle Art Museum.

**Tokyo Heist** by Diana Renn  
Seattle art criminals come to the Seattle Art Museum.

**The Will of the Wisp** by Joseph Cairo  
A romance mystery finds clues at the Seattle Art Museum.